Compact, Accurate Counting

Kirby Lester KL1

Capsa Healthcare provides the Kirby Lester KL1, with world-renowned counting accuracy inside.

- Saves time: Faster and more accurate than manual counting.
- Compact design: Just 14.6” H x 5.6” W, fits into any crowded workspace.
- Inventory mode: keeps count when tray is emptied; count capacity of 9,999 tablets.
- Ergonomic tray with left/right pouring.
- No calibration needed; counts almost any tablet or capsule.
- Simple to clean.
- Ideal check-counter for Pharma/Industrial QC.

KL1 Highlights

Preferred Counting Technology: Best-selling counting device worldwide. Easier and faster to use than outdated scales and cumbersome tray-and-spatula methods.

Fast: KL1 handles a 60-count Rx an average of 6.3 seconds faster than hand-counting, and 14.3 seconds faster for a 90-count Rx. Throughput up to 15 tablets/second.

Essential Inventory Tool: Maintain absolute inventory accuracy, especially for controlled medications (manual counting methods are only 95% accurate at best).

Free Up Time, Redeploy Staff: Using Kirby Lester counting technology frees up valuable time for customer service and profit-driving initiatives.

Part of Capsa Healthcare’s pharmacy automation solutions, which are trusted globally in all types of pharmacy: retail, long-term care, hospital inpatient and outpatient, central fill and mail order.

The KL1 quickly counts almost any tablet or capsule.

KL1 is 6-14 seconds faster than hand-counting (60- to 90-count)

The KL1 is ideal for all prescription filling, from 30-counts to 90-day fills, and inventory (especially narcotics).

The ergonomic tray allows quick pouring from the left or right side.
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- **Function**: Simple tablet counter for pharmacy, and batch-counting/QC for manufacturing settings
- **Counting**: Counts almost all non-translucent oral solid medication, and many manufactured items
- **Dimensions**: 14.6”H x 12.5”D x 5.6”W (37.1cm x 31.75cm x 14.2cm)
- **Top Funnel Diameter**: 5.2” (13.2cm)
- **Weight**: 6.95 lb (3.2kg)
- **Tray Capacity**: 800cc (max capacity approx. 1,450 ibuprofen 200mg round tabs)
- **Tray Pouring**: Left or right opening
- **Count Capacity**: Up to 9,999
- **Maximum Tablet Size**: 0.86” long (22mm) and 0.74” wide (19mm)
- **Minimum Tablet Size**: 0.125” smallest diameter (3.175mm or holes)
- **Inventory Mode**: Ideal for large counts; maintains the count while the tray is being emptied
- **Pharmacy Management Software Interface**: N/A
- **Power**: Standard wall outlet, 110V / 220V / 240V, 60Hz / 50Hz (no adjustments needed)
- **Vial Size Indicator**: Recommends vial size (drams) based on what was poured through
- **Cleaning & Maintenance**: Once-a-day cleaning recommended
- **Warranty**: 1 year from ship date

Kirby Lester is pharmacy automation by Capsa Healthcare, a comprehensive solutions leader in managing the delivery of medication, patient information, and medical supplies. Capsa’s diverse products are deployed globally in all types of pharmacy: retail, long-term care, hospital inpatient and outpatient, central fill and mail order.